
 
 

 

 



 

This week the spotlight has fallen on children’s mental health and the huge importance that 
is attached to all our pupils’ mental and emotional welfare.  As a school we endeavour to 
create a caring, supportive and considerate community in which children can feel safe and 
able to talk openly about how they feel and what is making them sad and happy.  We are 
also keen for them to understand how others may be feeling and to attach importance to 
how our actions may affect others.  We want to create a community in which we are honest 
yet sensitive, confident yet perceptive, passionate with a touch of humility and resilient with 
the ability to share. 
 
The story above was written by a pupil at the school for the BBC 500 Words Competition. It 
beautifully captures the challenges facing people with autism.  The desire to want to be fully 
involved and immersed fighting against the desire to run, to hide and to be alone.  A conflict 
which leaves many feeling helpless and hopeless. It is a hugely poignant piece, so 
sensitively written that it perfectly fills the front page of this week’s Nutshell.  In this week 
where we have encouraged the children to think about how they talk to others, what words 
they choose to express their frustrations, when is the right time to speak out and the time to 
listen, I am proud to share its message.   
 
I am also proud to know that our children, despite all the opportunities that they are lucky 
enough to have presented to them, are grateful for life’s more simple pleasures.  Again as 
part of a week of reflection and consideration, pupils have been filling Gratitude Jars with 
their thoughts.  They are wide ranging and personal but share the common themes of 
support, family and security.  None to date appear grateful for the X-BOX, for the 
Playstation, for an i-phone X or for access to TikTok which is encouraging and hugely 
gratifying.  Long may their appreciations continue to rule head and heart!   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I am grateful to the roses in our kitchen as they are my 
favourite flower 
 

I am grateful to my sister who helps me when I am in 
trouble 
 

I'm thankful for the life I have, as many others aren't as 
lucky as me 

I am thankful for my warm bed 

For family and friends for making me happy 

I am grateful for my dog sleeping on my bed at night 
 

To my friends who make me smile every morning 
 

I am grateful that I come to Hazelwood and all the 
opportunities I have here 
 



The Girls’ Games Department was grateful on Wednesday for the most glorious winter 
afternoon in which to stage their Versatility Netball Tournament.  We welcomed sides from 
Hawthorns, Sevenoaks, Copthorne and Holmewood House to the school, excited to play in 
the tournament in which every player rotates to play in every position on the pitch throughout 
the game.  The weight of scoring or stopping goals, of dictating play and moving the ball 
successfully around the space, is lifted from individuals’ shoulders with the responsibility 
being shared throughout the team.  It brings a liberated fluidity to the game and rewards 
those players who have been coached to play the game of netball instinctively with flair and 
spirit.  Congratulations to the Hazelwood A and B teams who were placed second and first in 
their respective competitions.  The tournament saw the school’s sporting mascots enjoy their 
first touchline outing.  Judging from the above results, they brought luck to both teams.  Well 
done to players and coaches and thanks to the parents who were there to support and 
encourage.  The success of the Hazelwood sports teams continues.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
And finally, I am delighted that news of scholarships being awarded to Hazelwood pupils is 
beginning to filter through as Senior Schools share the results of their Entrance 
Assessments.  Whilst I am not in a position to share the results just yet, there are plenty 
more schools yet to announce, I am encouraged that Hazelwood pupils have secured 
awards in sporting, musical, dramatic, artistic and academic pursuits reflecting our continued 
commitment to a broad curriculum with opportunity inside and outside of the classroom.  I 
hope to be in a position to publish all results soon after half term.  Until then, to those already 
in the know, very well done.  Your moment of Nutshell glory will come! 
 

For a list of communications hosted on the Parent Information Portal (PiP) each week please 
see the ‘Notice Board’ further down the Nutshell. 

 

 

 

A player from each team in the 
tournament who had shown most grit 
received a Hazelwood bear. Eloise 
and Isla were pleased to be selected 
from the Hazelwood contingent. 

SAVE THE DATE: SATURDAY 13TH JUNE HPA SUMMER BALL 
A TOUCH OF GOLD 

Tickets go on sale in March 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
All are welcome.  Let’s make it a whole community night to remember! 



News from The Nursery & Early Years 

This week has been one filled with wonderful activities. It has been wonderful to see the 
children demonstrating such creativity. Skylarks have amazed with what they can build out of 
just cardboard boxes and oak have impressed with their ability to collaboratively create a 
wide range of structures on the newly installed Lego walls. I was particularly impressed with 
one child’s focus and determination to complete a fabulous jet boat! See below for a full 
round up activities from all of the rooms. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This week in Fledglings 1, the children have spent some time within the garden where 
the children have created foot and hand print marks with their wellie boots and 
colourful paint. We have also explored the texture of white gloop and created marks within 
the scented play dough whilst using their fingers and the different animal cutters and tools.   
The children have also taken turns going in the Tee-pee where they have shared the pretend 
food and poured lovely cups of tea when using the cups and jugs.  

 
 

  



This week the children have developed an interest in the dressing up clothing and have 
explored equipment within our dressing up box too! 
 
This week in Fledglings 2 we have been exploring the three little pigs! The adults have 
brought the story to life using puppets and engaging the children to join in. The children have 
used glue to stick hay, sticks and bricks to build the big, medium and small houses of the 
pigs. The garden has been loved this week by the children, using water to wash pigs and 
build our own houses in the sand. The children have constructed their own towers using 
Duplo as well as copying coloured patterns with the blocks.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In Lower Robins we have continued following the tale of the Highway Rat where we have 
enjoyed being outside lots! We have been exploring lots of different resources such as 
making pretend cakes where the children enjoyed getting really messy. They have also been 
making their own puppets, making puzzles and talking more about emotions. We have also 
made our very own smoothies where we showed our chef skills and enjoyed trying all the 
different fruits being mixed together. The children have also been using charcoal to make 

 

 

 

 



their own cave drawings, building objects with Duplo and some of the children have been 
working on writing their name as well.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The children in Upper Robins have been enjoying imaginative, child-led play and focused, 
adult-led activities against the back drop of Fairy Tales this week. We converted our role -
play area into a castle and enhanced our make-believe play there by using props that we 
had created ourselves such as crowns and shields. We adorned our shields with shapes and 
our initials and made a 3D castle and a life-sized knight to decorate our board.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

   

 

 
 



We panned for 'gold' using sieves in the sand tray and sequenced numbered leaves on our 
beanstalk. Princesses danced to familiar Disney tunes, whilst other children enjoyed quiet 
time in the castle, reading stories and escaping to magical lands. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
"Have you ever heard the wolf cry to the blue corn moon?" could be heard from the Skylark's 
garden as we danced with coloured scarves and proudly beat our drums. This week, 
Skylarks have explored several classic fairy-tale stories and enjoyed numerous activities 
including shape hunts on Aladdin's magic carpet, searching for the letters of our name in 
Elsa's frozen lake, constructing our own castles and palaces, and making 3 colour patterns 
using snow white's apples for stamping. In forest school, the children have been building 
their own animal shelters, dens and homes - some of us even made a Gruffalo's nest! And 
last but not least, today we have met some new furry friends - see if your child can tell you 
who they are?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

  

 

 
 

 

 

  



 

 

The phrase “I’ll huff and I’ll puff and I’ll blow your house down” continued to inspire the 
children in Oak this week. The children have created houses from a variety of materials, 
working collaboratively and independently. Some used art straws or lolly sticks to make a 
structure. Will they still be standing when the “hairdryer wolf” appears? A 3D shape hunt 
around the Early Year’s site created much excitement as the children also took photographs 
of the 3D shapes found using the iPads. Cylinders, cubes, cuboids, cones and spheres were 
discovered. Mr Garlick challenged one child in Oak to find a dodecahedron, but sadly this 
was not found!  With the aid of a ramp the children also investigated which shapes would roll 
and which would slide, discovering that some shapes could do both. They predicted what 
would happen first, then tried out their ideas. 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Matt’s Moment of the Week 
This week’s moment of the week came in Skylarks as I watched the children explore the new 
deconstructed role play area. Using only cardboard boxes and their imagination, the children 
were able to independently create fantastic play scenarios which had them fully engaged. 
Just some of the highlights included making walls for a castle and two aeroplanes flying side 
by side. I am really looking forward to seeing the children stretch those imaginative skills and 
seeing what they will be creating in the future! 

Polite Reminder 
Please be aware that if you arrive earlier than your booked session, you will be asked by the 
room staff to wait with your child until the start of the session. If you need to amend 
sessions, please contact Matt Weeks or Vicki Rhind. 
  

  

 



News from Hazelwood 

 
Danny (Y7) wrote this insightful account following his visit to South America to visit family 
over Christmas.  He penned it as part of his HECA Award.  It poses questions and offers 
small solutions which the Nutshell is proud to share.  Well done Danny. 
 
Visit to grandparents during Christmas  
 

 
 
On one of my busy days out, it caught my eye the amount of homeless people begging for 
money in the streets of Bogotá, but what disturbed me was to see babies and young children 
like myself in depriving conditions. On one occasion, I asked my mum for money to give to a 
young couple with a baby just four months old sitting on the pavement with his mum and dad 
begging for money to feed the baby, they were Venezuelans who left their country to have 
their baby in Bogotá when I asked why they were there the answer was to provide a better 
life for the baby. 
 

  
 
Later, I started doing some research and found out that Venezuela has a population of 
approximately 30 million and over 6% have left the country searching for a better future for 
their families. An estimate of 1.5 million ended up living in Colombia, some with jobs and 
others without, but all with the thought of never going back. At my young age, I cannot fully 
understand the complexity of the political, social and economic problems that Venezuela is 
going through. However, I have learnt they had vast reservoirs of oil, therefore wealth that if 
fairly distributed the Venezuelans could all live a good life, but the situation they are facing 
today is that only few benefit from the revenue and over 75% live in total poverty. Poor 
people cannot buy basic food or goods as they are too expensive, therefore it is cheaper to 
abandon and move to a new start in a different country. 

In December 2019, I travelled to 
Bogotá-Colombia to visit my 
grandparents. The whole journey 
started with the visit to extended family, 
and few thoughts of the distracting 
picture I got from the streets of the city. 
Bogotá is a city of approximately 8 
million inhabitants. Bogotá is the capital 
of Colombia, and a big city that attracts 
people from other regions. Today, the 
city is also flooded with Venezuelans, 
people that have left their home land for 
a better future in Colombia, struggling 
in the situations they are currently 
dealing with. 
 



But Colombia is struggling too as safety in the big cities has been compromised since a vast 
migration of Venezuelans started in 2015. The government is not dealing effectively with the 
problem and Colombian population is getting upset so you can see the tension in the cities. 
So I feel sorry for the Colombians too! Colombia itself has a lot of problems and by not 
taking control of migration it could be a bomb ready to explode at any time. 
 

  
 
Then, I realised how privileged and fortunate I am to have access to education, health, food, 
water and most importantly have a home. I do appreciate more what I have and started 
thinking about how I can help children in deprived conditions. People in South America work 
to subsist and conditions are not as good in the developed world. To give money away is not 
a solution but to help people with projects could be. So, with my grandmother we took 
presents for toddlers to the local church as the priest had planned to give a good Xmas to 
the migrant children and baskets of food to the families and I thought this would be a great 
idea! I did contribute with a tiny stone but there is still a lot to do.             Danny HM Y7 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Thanks to the National Trust and to their army of volunteers who have created a firmer 
footing for walkers entering and leaving the Chart opposite the school’s exit. They have 
also done sterling work clearing the canopy so that, in wetter conditions, the path dries 
out more quickly.  Altogether, they are creating a much more pleasant walk through from 
Rockfield Road.  With lighter mornings and evenings, we hope that more families will 
choose to use this as their route to school.   



  
 
Stories with a twist! 
Ahead of the predicted ‘twisted’ weather this weekend, Year 6 have themselves been writing 
some short stories with a twist. They are tightly packed parcels of power and punch- enjoy!  
 
Alfie by Ella D 
 
Alfie’s long flowing mane caught the autumn breeze as he galloped along the tree-lined 
ridge. He was a handsome boy, strong in his stride, with hair at black as night and eyes as 
bright as stars. 
 
My safe place was upon his back. Sat in his leather saddle, the smell and the silkiness 
wrapped tight around me enlightening my senses. I was a warrior on a journey that would 
bring honour to the kingdom. 
 

  
 
Alfie’s speed was steady, with his head held high. His eyes were no longer bright but they 
were alight like a burning fire. Alfie knew our mission was one of the highest importance, I 
knew that he too wanted to protect King Charles and stop Luther from taking his thrown. 
 
The battle ahead was going to be hard, not only for me, but for the Army that surrounded 
me. We were going to come face-to-face with 300 of Luther’s men wanting to take our lives 
and our kingdom. I tried not to think about the pain, losing my men and my faithful Alfie, it 
was just too much. 
 
In the distance a voice could be heard, hard to distinguish at first, but as the words repeated, 
I was brought back to my loving home. Not a warrior in sight, just the end of my bed and the 

My shining silver sword 
was always close by 
my side. Admired by 
all, it was delicately 
lined with ruby red 
gems and dazzling 
white diamonds. Alfie 
and I were set to bring 
glory. I could hear the 
cheers, the clapping 
and see the colourful 
flags waving back and 
forth, this scene locked  
in my head brought 
great determination 
and a sense of 
wanting. 
 
 



gentle sound of mother’s voice. “Alexa, it’s time for tea.” “On my way mum,” I called back as 
I jumped down from my rocking horse. 
 
Alfie and I had been having the very best of adventures, tomorrow was a new day and our 
day to take victory over the evil Luther! 
 
Cliff Scene by Isla H 
 
“HELP, HELP!” screamed Charlotte, who was dressed in an elegant blue dress, dangling 
from a perilous cliff. “I’m trying, but I don’t know how!” replied Tom, with panic rising in his 
voice. Tom was hopelessly lost. He had no clue what to do, but he had to save Charlotte, or 
she would fatefully plunge to her melancholy death. 
 
The rocks on the cliff were rough, coarse and rigid. Charlotte’s dainty fingers began to slip, 
one by one. “How much longer?” complained Charlotte woefully, “I need the toilet.” “Hang in 
there, Charlotte sweetie, just a bit longer,” called a mysterious voice. Soon, Charlotte was 
only holding on by one shaking hand. Terror gripped her soul as she screamed till she was 
hoarse. 
 
“Charlotte, reach out your hand. I think I will be able to grab it.” shouted Tom, who was now 
lying sprawled on the uneven ground, stretching out with his life for Charlotte.  
 

 
 
Morgan Freeman’s Number One Fan! By George A 
 

Joe loved Morgan Freeman. On a cold, damp day in London, Joe and his sister were sent to 
the newsagents by their Dad to buy milk. The crowds were strangely small for London, “NO 
WAY,” That’s Morgan Freeman!” Joe shouted in utter disbelief. “Sssssshhhhhh,” hissed the 
man, “Otherwise he won’t pay you.” 
 

“What?” Asked Joe, in an innocent tone. It seemed the man had not heard as he walked of 
pretending to be speaking on the phone. “Is this another one of your horrible pranks, Joe.” 
asked his confused sister. 
“No, I promise, I don’t know what’s happening!” replied Joe. All of a sudden, Joe’s sisters 
blood drained out of her face. “What’s wrong?” asked Joe. 
 

“GG-UN!” screamed Joe’s shell-shocked sister. Joe followed her gaze and immediately 
erupted with laughter “What are you finding so funny,” Said his now very red sister, “If this is 
a prank I will be so mad!” whilst the crowd glared at them like they had spoilt a whole series 
of Gavin and Stacey. 
 

“Well, nothing apart from the fact I forget that they were shooting the film today not 
tomorrow.” Joe’s sister's face grew redder and redder as it looked like it was about to pop. 
She chased him all the way up the hill until they arrived at home. “Well, did you buy the 
milk?” asked their Dad.  

 
Desperately, Charlotte threw her hand out to 
Tom, but her minute fingers slipped through 
his and she plunged, down, down and planted 
her aching feet flat on the ground, which was 
only about a metre down. 
 
“Cut!” shouted the director firmly, as Charlotte 
rushed to the loo. “Well done everyone!” 
 



Library News  

Hazelwood Bookmark Competition  
Please remember to remind your children that the closing date for the BOOKMARK 
competition is Wednesday 12th February.  Any that are submitted after this date will not be 
included this time as the winning entries will be made up over half term in time for World 
Book Day. 
Graham Jones - Chestnut Author Visit  
On Friday 31st January Graham Jones, author of Time Travelling Toby series, came to 
Hazelwood School.  Graham is passionate about historical events such as The Battle of 
Britain and The Apollo Moon Landing and gave the pupils in Years 1 and 2 a hands-on 
workshop on each of these topics. Pupils in Year 1 helped build a replica of the Apollo 
Space Rocket and Darius M in Year 2 got the chance to hold a real rocket (empty of 
ammunition I may add) from the Battle of Britain.  Graham brought in a war siren which was 
used as a signal to families that  the enemy were flying overhead and it was time to make 
haste and run to a shelter or in some cases just hide under tables in their homes!  Observing 
the pupils one could see that they were clearly enjoying the morning and had some great 
questions to ask him. At the end of each session Graham set them a literacy task 'Where 
would you send Toby on his next adventure and why?'  He also gave each pupil a cut out 
time travelling machine and there is a prize to be awarded soon for the best coloured one 
and the best piece of writing.  The pupils all came back into an assembly at the end of 
lunchtime to say thank you to Graham and he read them all the story of Time Travelling 
Toby and the Battle of Britain.  I hope you were entertained at home at tea time while your 
children told you about the day that they had with him. 
 

  
 

  
 

February Half Term 
Looking for something to do with your children over half term then take a trip to the most 
amazing Sevenoaks Books shop and meet Adam Stower.  Adam will be running 



a workshop showing you how to draw and design characters. The date, Friday 21 February 
at 11am at Sevenoaks Bookshop.  For full details please see the flyer later in the Nutshell. 
 
  
A NEW MUSICAL BASED ON THE NOVELS BY ENID BLYTON ADAPTED AND 
DIRECTED BY EMMA RICE 
  

 

Nostalgic, naughty and perfect for now, Malory Towers  is a musical of high jinks, high 

drama and high spirits. Darrell Rivers is starting school with an eager mind and fierce hearts. 
Unfortunately, she also has a quick temper! Can she learn to tolerate the infuriating 
Gwendoline Lacey, or value the kind hearted Sally Hope? Can she save the school play and 
rescue terrified Mary Lou from the grip of a raging storm? If she can do these things 
anywhere, she will do them at Malory Towers! 

  

To book tickets... www.londontheatredirect.com 

  

SPORTS ROUND-UP 

Year 5, 6, 7& 8 take on the Hawthorns at Swimming 

On Thursday last week, a 45 strong army of streamlined Hazelwood swimmers went to the 
Hawthorns for a swimming gala. Everyone who trains early in the morning and is part of the 
swimming squad had the opportunity to swim in at least two races for the Hazelwood team. 
There was a great atmosphere on poolside and everyone tried their best.  Some children 
swam up an age group and some of our senior girls competed in boys’ races doing 
extremely well. Hawthorns proved to be a tough opposition but we demonstrated GRIT and 
determination and had some excellent victories in the freestyle relays and some individual 
events despite not being victorious overall. The gala acted as great preparation for next 
week’s IAPS and hopefully we have banished some of the nerves and the children will be 
ready for some super swimming next week. We wish them the best of luck. 

Well done to everyone who took part in the gala. You were brilliant.                Mrs Falconer 

 

http://www.londontheatredirect.com/
https://londontheatredirect.us9.list-manage.com/track/click?u=baa41972aba69304364eaf6e7&id=8287026c6d&e=97ad671ddd


  
 
Surrey Schools Swimming Championships 
On Saturday 17th January five pupils from Years 7&8 took part in the Surrey individual 
swimming championships. All pupils participating had to complete a 100m individual race at 
the Guildford Spectrum swimming pool. 100m is roughly the equivalent of 7 lengths of the 
Hazelwood pool. Michelle and Matthew both took part in the 100m freestyle and swam 
brilliantly achieving personal best times. Clara swam butterfly, Keira backstroke and Kayla 
breaststroke. This was the first time these three pupils had completed the 100m distance in 
an official race. They did extremely well and they should be very proud of their efforts. 
 
Match Report from Joe O’C, U8A Rugby  
Today it was Hawthorns v Hazelwood. The score was 10 – 10 with some brilliant tries from 
both teams. The Captains were Matthew and Joe. Rocco scored the best try of the game 
and was man of the match, with some good link up play and nice crisp passing, which led to 
some good tries. The defence could have been better and we should have won the match. 
  
Hazelwood A Team : Joe O’C, Rocco, Seb Bedford, Seb Lee, Declan and Freddie 
 

 

 

U11A Rugby enjoy another great day at the Solefield 7’s tournament 
Fresh from their success the previous week at the Tonbridge Festival of Rugby, the U11A 
team travelled to Solefield to take part in their 7’s Tournament.  Skill, commitment and 
teamwork were once again the order of the day and the boys secured victories in all but one 

Colts are a pleasure to 
watch! 
The U11 and U10 Colts 
B and D teams played 
fantastically against 
Radnor House. 
 
Both teams won their 
matches; Bs 15-2 and 
Ds 12-3!  
 
Their teamwork, 
determination and effort 
was incredible and a 
real joy to watch. 
 



of their matches finishing as runners-up by the narrowest of point and try margins.  Once 
again, the support from parents and supporting staff was excellent. The boys’ attitude did not 
disappoint and neither did the weather with the rain holding off until play was complete.  Well 
done to all the boys; each played their part in an enjoyable morning of rugby.  
 
4-1  v  Sevenoaks   Ejje, Kearns, Bines, Bussenschutt. 
5-0  v  Kingswood House  Land, DvH, Ejje, Ejje, Land.  
5-2  v  St Michael’s   DvH, Bines, Ejje, Ejje, Ejje. 
4-1  v Solefield   Bines, Bussenschutt, Kearns, Ejje. 
1-2  v Hilden Grange  McElligott. 
 

  

 

 
Changes to the way payments are made for items sold in the School Shop 
 
Dear Parents 
 
In order to streamline payments made to parents for items sold in the School Shop, and so 
pay you more quickly than before, we will be implementing a new system from the next 
School billing cycle. Please read the information below, and respond to us before Friday 
14th February 2020 if you would like to opt out for this cycle. 
 
From your next school bill, monies earned from any items you have given to the School shop 
to sell will be added as a credit line to your next term’s bill. For families with more than one 
child at the school, this credit will usually appear on the eldest child’s bill. This will replace 



 

the old system of cheques or cash distributed towards once per year at the end of the 
Summer term, and we hope will ensure a smoother and more prompt payment process. For 
the forthcoming bill, accounts will be paid to include all earnings from May 2019 (when the 
last payments were processed) up until items sold until the end of this Spring term (23rd 
March 2020). Going forward, all payments will be made on a termly basis. 
 
If you would prefer this NOT to happen for your donations to date, please inform us at 
hazelwoodschoolshop@gmail.com on or before Friday 14th February. If this is the case, we 
will arrange to pay you for all sales to date via cheque or BACS, if bank details are provided. 
Payments for sales made after 23rd March will all be made via the school billing system, 
therefore please label your items for sale according to the name that appears on your bill. 
Thank you. 
 
LEAVERS - where possible, payments will be made via any younger siblings still at the 
school. If this isn’t possible, a manual payment will be made at the end of the summer term, 
as above. We will continue to pay for items left with school for up to 2 years after the last 
child has left. 
 
Thank you for all your support. As a quick reminder, all items brought in to the shop labeled 
using our labelling system with the parents name and contact details will qualify to receive 
70% of all items sold within 2 years of donation. 30% goes to the HPA funds. If items are 
brought in to the school shop without the paper labelling attached (and even if they have 
child name labels), they are treated as HPA donations, and the full sale price goes to HPA 
funds. Thank you in advance for your generosity. 
 
COMING UP - World Book Day and sports shoe changeover 
Please come into the shop to hire a range of World Book Day costumes in advance of our 
dress up day on 5th March 
 
Also, for those of you who have children changing sports in Games (Y3 and above girls 
moving to Football, and boys moving to Hockey) we have a HUGE range of excellent football 
boots and astros - many leading brands at prices from just £5. Pop in and grab a bargain 
pair to add to your sport shoe wardrobe! 
 
Thank you       The Hazelwood School Shop 
 
 
A case of mistaken identity 
The week started with a lot of laughter with the French play. 
Poor Ashley definitely did not realise that he was writing to a girl, and poor Renée definitely 
did not think she was corresponding with a boy! 
The encounter was not of the warmest, but after a nice meal and a tour of Paris, the two of 
them became friends…well, almost…The audience was captivated and there were a lot of 
sensible questions asked to the actors at the end. 
There will be another play to challenge our Years 7 and 8 next term so watch this space. 
 

 
“Years 5 to 8 watched a French play. Personally I enjoyed it very much. It was about one 
French person and one English person meeting each other but they thought that they were 
of the opposite genders. But they ended up having a nice long weekend in Paris. They saw 
all the monuments like the Eiffel Tower and many more. They also ate snails, but the English 
visitor did not like them!  In the end they enjoyed their weekend in Paris. Both the actors 
performed with great enthusiasm. I am now really excited for our next French play next half 
term”.            Martha 
 

mailto:hazelwoodschoolshop@gmail.com


 
“Today we watched a French play. The story was about a French girl and an English boy 
going on an exchange. I really liked it because it was funny and they allowed audience 
participation. Comedy was a main part of the play. It allowed us to really enjoy French. I 
made me realise how fun it could be to send emails in a different language.”             Elisa 
 

 

Nous nous amusons dans La BOITE!  

As the school has recently been nominated for the prestigious i25 awards, Mesdames Le 
Floch and Jones challenged the pupils to translate all the benefits of The BOX into French.  

The MFL Department are delighted with the response they have received for this project. 
The work was both A-M-A-Z-I-N-G and wide ranging, from well-presented and thought 
through pieces of work to the more creative and those which literally demonstrated thinking 
outside the Box-literally! 
 
Breath-taking!  Congratulations to Freddie P and Rufus von B for their wonderfully creative 
responses to the challenge.  Bravo!       Anne Le Floch 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Great work from Rufus, Freddie Isla and Alicia amongst 
many others… 



This horse believes… 

This house believes that anyone can be an artist. The motion was offered by Mrs Tulett, who 
was keen to see just what our house debating teams would make of such a topic. Many 
famous artists came under discussion, including Picasso, Michelangelo, Damian Hurst and 
Banksy.  

  
Parry compared the work of George Stubbs 
and Jon Jarvis, both of whom had produced a 
piece of artwork based on a horse. (pics 
attached – can you tell which is which?) The 
recent art installation 'Comedian' by Maurizio 
Cattelan, of a banana duct-taped to a wall was 
also a hot topic for discussion, with both 
proposing and opposing teams using it to 
prove a point.  Pupils also debated the artistic 
merits of Lego bricks, Rubik’s cubes and 
graffiti as well as art created by animals.  

Huge applause should go to the debating 
teams for their research, speech-writing and 
delivery, as well as their ability to handle some 
tough questions from the floor: for Parry, 
Kayla A, Lilian de B and William G; for 
Dowling, Isla M, Isabelle N and Oscar SL; for 
Baily, Angus N, Amélie H and Finn L; for 
Irving, Evie M, Eve C and Oliver MS.  

  

  

Fiona Clark, Head of English 

 

 

 

 The Chapel Choir in fine voice at Friday’s Open Morning.  They sang a sneak preview of 
Bohemian Rhapsody in preparation for the summer’s World Choir Games. 
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HPA Burns Night - Saturday 25th January 
Burns Night was back at Hazelwood for a celebration of the Bard enjoyed by over 70 parents 
and guests in the Dining Room specially decorated in honour of the occasion.  The haggis 
was piped in and entertaining speeches were given before a delicious meal was enjoyed 
followed by ceilidh dancing to a live band.  There was a variety of whisky on offer and all that 
remained at the end of the evening was a wee dram!  An enjoyable evening was had by all 
and over £1,000 was raised.  A huge thank you to Paula Moore and her team for organising 
the evening and to those who gave the speeches. 
 

 
 

News from the Kitchen 

Please don’t forget that the new menus for both Hazelwood School and the Nursery & Early 
Years are now on PIP. 

         

 

 



Notice Board 

Communication sent home this week 

Dear Parents,  

The following communications have been uploaded to the Parent Information Portal and are 
now available to view if relevant to you or your child/children:  

PIP (Parent Information Portal) Access Link  
https://3sys.hazelwoodschool.com/schoolPORTAL  

LETTERS  
Various - Orchestra Invitation  

All Parents - SOCS Calendar Launch  

Years 3-8 -  Vashti Hardy Author Visit  

Years 3-8 - Relationships and Sex Education  

Years 1-8 - Report Grades  

Years 1-5 - Parents’ Evenings Information & Booking  

Years 1 & 2 - Relationships Education  

Year 6 - Parents’ Evenings Information & Booking  

REMINDERS/NOTICES  

Years 6-8 - Revision Tips Parent Information Evening - replies by 9am Friday, 7th February  

Year 6 - Trip to Blacklands Farm - replies by Friday, 7th February  

Years 1-7 (optional Y7) - TED Winter Project deadline reminder - Monday, 24th February  

Late Rooms Telephone Numbers - The school office closes at 5pm, so please use the 
following numbers for the late rooms  
Years 1-2 - 07733 073057, Years 3-4 - 07827 687874, Years 5-8 - 07444 723032  

 

 

Term Time Absence  
As you know, we endeavour to publish all the school holiday dates well in advance, so that During Children’s Mental Health Week, Mrs Asli and Mr Cripps lead the children in a 

Chapel of self-reflection and calm before the buzz of Open Morning. 

https://3sys.hazelwoodschool.com/schoolPORTAL


parents may plan family trips and other events during the long holiday periods and over 
weekend time. We encourage parents not to take their children out of school during term-
time unless it is absolutely essential so as not to interrupt their learning. Unless there are 
extenuating circumstances, term-time absences will be registered as unauthorised absence. 
Please be aware that this information may be given to senior schools as part of the transition 
process if they request it.   If your child is absent during term-time for holiday reasons, 
please note that staff will not be able to provide catch up work.  Any requests you wish to 
submit should be made using the Absence Request form, which is available from the School 
Office.  Thank you for your co-operation.  

School Car Park  
Can we please remind parents to be considerate and courteous towards other parents and 
drivers in the school car park.  Safety is paramount, not just for the children, but for all users 
of the car park and we thank you in advance for your patience, especially during busy 
periods when the weather may not be at its best.  A reminder that the maximum speed limit 
in the car park is 5mph – please also be mindful of this when exiting the car park onto the 
road; there are a number of parents and pupils who need to cross by the exit to walk through 
the woods.  We understand that during busy periods parents may need to double park along 
the hedgerow for a little longer than the usual few minutes it takes to pick up your children; in 
these instances, could we ask that you please leave a note of your mobile number in the 
windscreen, so that you may be easily contacted if needed, thank you. 
 

 
 



 
 



 


